THE CHARITY OF THE EMPRESSES FROM THE FIFTH CENTURY ACCORDING TO DATA FROM BULGARIA

Summary

The sources speak eloquently about the extreme charity of the empresses from 5th century. They built temples, orphanages and supported their work. Their mission was spread all over the empire, which is proved by the discovered coins of theirs. The golden coins which they donated not only supported the church financially, but also helped their activity in disseminating and establishing the Christian religion. The signs of Christ complement and in separate cases prevail over their pragmatic properties. The difference about the view about the role of the monetary units of the empresses is that their “spiritual value” in 5th century was also an important means for the state politics not only a medium of exchange. The support of the religion life at places had not only financial dimensions, which for that age was of extreme importance. That process underwent in an atmosphere of impoverishing of the town population, as the church advanced economically with the help of the state. That explains the fact why in the church buildings and around them such a great amount of coins from 6th century has been found, but near the public ones they decreased at the end of 4th century. The discovery location of the coins of the empresses clearly shows the area and the sites, connected with charity and religious activities of the Augusts. At the dissemination and establishing the Christianity the state used all possible means. It was imperative because of the heterogeneous ethnic structure of the population of Trace and Dacia during 4th-6th centuries, which created conditions for arising of various diversions from the Christian religion – the heresies.

The inspection of the location of findings golden coins of empresses shows that they were discovered in/or at a short distance from the region of the Late Antiquity.
settlements and fortresses: Abrittus (now Razgrad), Beroe – Augusta Traiana (now Stara Zagora) Nicopolis ad Istrum – the old settlement near the village of Dichin, Kyustendil, Nicopolis ad Nestum (now Gotse Delchev), Strogovia (Kailuka – Pleven), Ryahovets, Sadovets, Tuida (now Sliven), Philippopolis (now Plovdiv), the fortress of Shumen. The listed places coincide with the territories with bishop centers, significant population and outstanding Christian temples from 4th and 5th centuries. It gives a good reason to search the connection between the gold in question, the cult artifacts and their religious meaning.

During the Late Antiquity the role of the bishop institution increased rapidly, not only in the church life, but also in the civil ruling system. The area bishops began to take active part in the control of the towns, occupying a great deal of the town curia functions. That happened with the blessing of the emperor’s power, which gave such authority to the bishops, so that they were able to control and inspect various decisions of the non-clerical authorities.

The topography of the monetary unit subject of the article is a good token in their interpretation as a means of propaganda of the still new Christian religion where the preliminary and dictatorial reasons of the emperor institution could be seen. The coins are subject of this study; they concentrate the ideological power in the image of empresses. Coupled with the Christian symbols they outline a spiritual vector in their dissemination. Thus the commercial role of money was combined with their spiritual mission to help the church establish the faith in Christ.
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Розташування знахідок монет імператриць чітко показує територію та об’єкти, пов’язані з благодійною та релігійною діяльністю Августів. При поширенні та утвердженні християнства держава використовувала всі можливі засоби. Це було необхідно через неоднорідний етнічний склад населення Трапезунда і Дакії протягом IV–VI століть, що створювало умови для виникнення різних відступів від християнської релігії – ерасей.

Огляд місця знахідок золотих монет імператриць показує, що вони були виявлені в регіоні пізньоантичних поселень і фортець та/або на невеликій відстані від них: Абріттус (нині Разград), Берое – Августа Траяна (нині Стара Загора), Нікополіс ад Іструм – городище біля села Дичин, Кюстенділ, Нікополіс ад Нестум (нині Гоце Делчев), Строговія (Кайлук – Плевен), Ряховець, Садовець, Туїда (нині Слівен), Філінополіс (нині Пловдив), фортеця Шумен. Перелічені місця збігаються з територіями з єпископськими центрами, значним населенням і видатними християнськими храмами IV–V століть. Це дає вагомі підстави для пошуку зв’язку між золотом, про яке йдеться, культовими артефактами та їхнім релігійним значенням.

У період пізньої античності стрімко зростає роль інституту єпископату не лише в церковному житті, але й в системі цивільного управління. Місцеві єпископи почали брати активну участь в управлінні містами, перебираючи на себе значну частину функцій міської курії. Це відбувалося з благословення імператорської влади, яка наділила єпископів такими повноваженнями, щоб вони могли контролювати і перевіряти різні рішення нецерковної влади.

Топографія грошової одиниці, про яку йдеться у статті, є добрим знаком у її інтерпретації як засобу пропаганди ще нової на ту пору християнської релігії, де можна побачити попередні та диктаторські причини імператорської інституції. Монети, що їх обрано предметом цього дослідження, концентрують ідеологічну силу в образах імператриць. У поєднанні з християнською символікою вони орієнтовані у вектор їх поширення.
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their pragmatic qualities. The support of the local religious life has not only a financial dimension, but also an ideological one, which for this era is of great importance. In the 2nd century, the flow of the state surplus funds poured into the construction of public buildings, in the 4th century they are used for glorifying the emperors, and from the 5th century onwards, the flow of wealth began to flow into the Christian church - "for forgiveness of sins". Thus, the economic situation of the church strengthened suddenly and dramatically. The analysis and the discovery location of the gold coins of the empresses from the 5th century on the territory of Bulgaria show that they are found in/or near the late antique settlements and fortresses: Abrittus (Razgrad), Beroe – Augusta Trayana (Stara Zagora), Nicopolis ad Istrum – the settlement near the village of Dicin, Kyustendil, Nicopolis ad Nestum (Gotse Delchev), Strogozia (Kaylaka – Pleven), Ryahovets, Sadovets, Tuida (Sliven), Philippopolis (Plovdiv), Shumen Fortress (Shumen Fortress). (Fig. 1) The listed localities coincide with the territories of Episcopal centers and significant settlements from the 4th-6th century, which is a reason to search for a connection of the gold coins in question with the cult monuments and the religious practices in them.

The largest number of empresses gold coins – eight, were found in the ancient city of Abrittus (nearby Razgrad). Written sources report that in the 5th century the city was an episcopal center. The bishop of Abrittus Marcianus is listed first in the epistle of the six bishops sent by Valerian the bishop of Marcianopolis to the Byzantine emperor Leo I in 458. The name of the spiritual pastor Marcian of Abritus is also mentioned in the Council of Ephesus. Among the results of the long-term archaeological investigations in ancient Abrittus, an early Christian estate with a three-nave basilica and its premises was discovered. In Abrittus was found the largest gold treasure in Bulgaria from the 5th century, which includes 835 solidi. Five of them are empresses solidi – 1 of Pulcheria and 4 of Verina. From the ancient city originate 3 single coins found in 1953 and 1961 – 1 of Eudokia and 2 of Licinia Eudoxia.

The ancient city of Augusta Trayana (now Stara Zagora) was established in the beginning of the 2nd century and is the second largest in Thrace after Philippopolis. After the 4th century, a larger territory, which also included the city of Augusta Trayana, received the name Beroe. With the establishment of the new Christian religion, Beroe - Augusta Trayana became an important religious center in Thrace and is included in the

1 Владимирова-Аладжова 2011: 78–86.
2 Браун 1999: 114.
5 Ibidem.
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The archaeological studies provide information regarding the existence of several churches and church estates and a 4th century women monastery. A large number of coins were found during excavations in the city, among which is a tremissis of Empress Verina, wife of Emperor Leo I (457–474).

In the “Guide of Hierocles”, Nicopolis ad Istrum is mentioned as one of the eight cities of the province of Moesia. After the decisions of the 4th Ecumenical Council (451), when dioceses were created, the city became an episcopal center. As a result of the archaeological excavations in the so-called castellum, two basilicas were discovered, one of which is identified as an episcopal. According to another opinion, there is no definite evidence for this and the episcopal estate was located on/around the ruined part of the Roman city.

The Settlement near the village of Dichin is situated ten kilometers west of Nikopolis ad Istrum. According to the conducted studies, the emergence of the fortified settlement can be attributed to the beginning of the reign of Emperor Theodosius II (408–450). The beginning of the second period of the Settlement can be dated to around 540, and its end in 578 or 581. The chronology of the events is also confirmed by the coins found during the excavations in Nikopolis ad Istrum and the Settlement near the village of Dichin. Between them (from the Settlement) is a gold coin tremissis of Eudocia. It was found together with a tremissis of Tiberius II Constantine, which suggests that it remained in circulation to a later time. The proximity of the two sites – Nikopolis ad Istrum and the Settlement near Dichin gives me a reason to assume that the specimen of Eudokia was initially connected to the episcopal center in the late antique Nicopolis ad Istrum and later reached the Settlement.

Nikopolis ad Nestum is the most important urban center, economic and spiritual center of the western Rhodope from antiquity to the middle ages. It was mentioned by the Christian author Socrates as one of the seven episcopal centers of the Rhodope province. Nikopolis was leading the Christianization in the area, which led to significant increase in the construction of church buildings in the 5th-6th century. The number of early Christian cult monuments between Struma and Mesta rivers exceeds thirty. They are concentrated around the two largest urban centers of the region – the
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ancient city nearby Sandanski and Nikopolis ad Nestum\(^{21}\). For now, there are archaeological data for one church in Nikopol ad Nestum\(^{22}\), but in the surrounding area there are at least five churches with a mosaic floor, as well as one on the hill "Hisarluca"\(^{23}\), and these facts are not accidental, since the city is a seat of diocese\(^{24}\). A find of 95 gold coins originates from the Gotse Delchev area (old Nevrokop), which included coins of the emperors Honorius – 1, Theodosius II – 24, Marcian – 2, Valentinian\(^{25}\) – 2 and 1 of Pulcheria\(^{26}\). It is very likely that the mentioned find is connected to the establishment of Nicopolis as an episcopal center. In addition, associated with this center is an extremely rare silver coin - heavy miliarense\(^{27}\) of the wife of Emperor Theodosius II (408–450) Aelia Eudocia (Fig. 2). It was cut on the occasion of her proclamation as an Augusta in 423, one year after the birth of her daughter Aelia Licinia Eudoxia\(^{28}\). The fact that this rare coin reached this area confirms the idea that it had a special mission, namely a tribute gift to the bishopric from the empress.

The Rachovets fortress is located 3 km west of the present-day Gorna Oryahovitsa. A treasure of solids of the emperors Arcadius and Honorius (395–408) was discovered in 1956\(^{29}\). Most probably, from this fortress originates a small gold coin – a tremis of Empress Eudokia, which presently is kept in the collection of the Veliko Tarnovo museum.

Early Byzantine fortresses are registered in the immediate vicinity of the present-day village of Sadovets – Sadovsko Kale, Golemanovo Kale, Kozhuharsko Kale, Goranovsko Kale, an early Byzantine church, an early Byzantine rampart\(^{30}\). The conducted archaeological studies have established the connection between the listed fortresses, which form a common defense system\(^{31}\). Single and collective coin finds, mainly from the 6th and the beginning of the 7th century, originate from these objects\(^{32}\).

\(^{21}\) Димитрова-Милчева 2005: 44.
\(^{22}\) Ваклинова, Комитова 2013: 311–313.
\(^{24}\) Марков 1995: 46.
\(^{25}\) Valentinian III (425–455).
\(^{26}\) Герасимов 1937: 322. The denomination of the coins is not reported, but most likely they are solidi, otherwise they would note that they are small gold coins.
\(^{27}\) Владимирова-Аладжова 2014: 106–126.
\(^{28}\) In 424, Licinia Eudoxia, then two years old, was engaged to her cousin and future emperor of the West – Valentinian III. On the occasion of the engagement between the representatives of the imperial families of the Eastern and Western empires, a heavy miliarense with the name of Licinia Eudoxia was also minted. For details, see Владимирова-Аладжова 2014: 106–126.
Also, in Sadovets was discovered a find from the 5th century, which is supposedly "from the ruins of the medieval settlement near this village". "It contains solidi of Arcadius – 5 copies (bust of the ruler en face and 5 – in profile). Honorius – 8 and Elia Eudokia – 1". Two gold coins of empresses (Eudoxia? and Eudokia) originate from the "early Byzantine" sites near the village of Sadovets – a solid (from a collective find) and a semis (?). The nature of the archeological sites in question, whose population consists mainly of federates, makes it possible to connect the mentioned specimens with the implementation of the state policy for the establishment of the Christian religion during the 5th century.

The Storgozia fortress is situated in the locality Gradishteto – Kaylaka nearby Pleven and became an object of scientific interest in the second half of the 19th century. It was established around the middle of the 1st century, as a station on the Oescus-Philippopolis road. It was followed by the formation of an unfortified urban-type settlement from the middle of the 2nd-3rd century in the limits of the present-day city of Pleven and ends up as a late antique settlement in the locality of Gradishteto-Kaylaka. It was fortified during the early Byzantine era and lasted until the beginning of the 7th century. Among the studied sites are two early Christian basilicas. During their examination, 123 single copper coins were found, as well as one gold coin- solid of Empress Galla Placidia.

The fortress in the area of Hisarlaka near Sliven is located next to important old mountain passes through which important roads have passed during the antiquity and Middle Ages. They connected the lands from the north with the lands of Thrace and the Mediterranean. On the southern slope of the hill, the foundations of a large basilica with a baptistery were discovered, to which later additional rooms were added from north and south. A tremis of Eudokia was found in Tuida-Sliven.

During the 4th-6th century period, Philippopolis was a rich city with a significant real estate upper class. Evidence of the existence of such an elevated upper class are the large and rich premises in Philippopolis with impressive dimensions – administrative, private and cult buildings. Among the cult buildings, the most prominent is the "Episcopal Basilica", which is located in immediate vicinity of the eastern side of the forum. Two other smaller basilicas from the same early period were also found in this area. The second great basilica was built in honor of the emperor Basiliskus (471).
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41 According to the legend, Philippopolis had a bishop as early as the 1st century – Bishop Erm or Hermes.
The collected data on ecclesiastical building in the city fully correspond to the eventful religious life in Philippopolis, as an episcopal center and metropolis. Among the rich numismatic material found in Philippopolis is a tremis with the name of Eudokia.

Shumen Fortress is located 3 km west of the city of Shumen. It has been archaeologically proven that the life here continued from ancient times until the 15th century. In the 4th–6th century period, the settlement had a leading role in the area. From the late antiquity of the Shumen fortress, a complex has been studied, which includes a three-nave single-apsed church with a baptistery, built on an earlier Christian temple. A large number of coins from the 4th-6th centuries were found in the fortress, among them significant number are the ones dated from the 5th century. Among the gold specimens is a tremis of Empress Eudokia.

The review of the locations where the gold coins of the empresses of the 5th century were found shows that they are episcopal centers, late antique settlements with church complexes of importance in the respective area. The topography of the coins is a serious marker in their interpretation as a tool of the imperial institution in the propaganda of the Christian religion, a testimony of of their distribution. Thus, the commercial role of the money is combined with their spiritual mission, to delicately support the state and the church in affirming the Christian faith. The activity of the empress, which supports the church institution, shows to some extent her emancipation in this direction.

Charity in which ideological and authoritarian considerations lay behind. The examined coins with the names and images of empresses concentrate the ideological power in her image. The empress images, combined with the Christian symbols, are the spiritual vector.
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Fig. 1. Map of the topography of gold and silver coins from the 5th century in Bulgaria.

Fig. 2a,b. Silver coin, heavy miliarence of Licinia Eudoxia.